
DRIESS SADDIKI
CENTRAL MIDFIELDER



DATA SHEET

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT

SADDIKI
DRIESS

09/08/1996

CENTRAL MIDFIELDER
1.79CM

MOROCCAN / DUTCH

WILLEM II

70KG
RIGHT FOOTED
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STATS IN NETHERLANDS

Dribbles /
successful

Passes /
Accurate

Long passes /
accurate

Defensive duels /
won

Passes to final third /
accurate

Sliding tackles /
successful
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is a footballer with the capacity of
distributing the play.  He opens up the
play well with horizontal passes, which
generates possession. He passes short
well, which helps with the combination
play. He is also able to make vertical
passes in transitions into attack.

He positions himself well. He makes it
through the lines to close up gaps. He
constantly goes back and forth, which
is something that defensively helps. In
addition, he is good at relaying
teammates to avoid any goal chance
when transitioning into defense.

He has a good biotype for his position.
He is strong and uses his body well for
defensive 1v1 duels. He wins ground
challenges by not committing fouls,
which allows him to avoid second
plays. Also, he understands how
important is cleaning the zone after a
recovery.

Distribution of play Stepping on free spaces Strength



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

Saddiki can play as a central midfielder,
showing up either like the one with more
defensive or offensive responsibilities. It
is due to his capacity of covering long
distances with and off the ball while
being an option of pass.

His role and movements off the ball are
important for his dynamism. He arrives
into different zones to create play. He is
a footballer who positions himself on
different heights both at building up
from the back and lanes. He is capable of
performing either centralized or on the
sides.

He is intense. He presses in differents
zones of the field. If the marking is zonal,
he understands he has stay in his area.
He goes for the player quick in order to
regain possesion. If he is overcame by
the rival, he goes back as soon as the
action happens. It allows him to play at
different systems, mainly due to his off
the ball play.

Box-to-box Dynamism Presión



Social Media

@Driesssaddiki

https://www.instagram.com/driesssaddiki/?hl=es

